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RESUMO

0 “View graph” de uma superficie N em 1R3 é um grafo mergulhado no espago
z/ dos centros ou diregoes de projegao, cujos vértices correspondem as regioes
conexas maximais de 1/ que dao projegoes equivalentes de N. O tamanho do “view

graph” de uma superficie algébrica regular por partes N corn auto—intersecgoes
transversais, pontos triplos e cross-caps isolados é O(anim”d6dim”), onde n e d
550 o mimero das “componentes” de N e seus graus maximais, respectivamente,
e onde k = 6 em geral e k = 3 quando N é difeomorfa a fronteira de um poliedro.
(Para superficies sem cross—caps, este limite foi obtido em [17]). Também, para 0

caso de superficie linear por partes, onde d : 1 e K = 3, sabe—se que o tamanho
do “view graph” é (9 (n3‘lij).

Neste artigo, mostramos que os “View graphs” de tais superficies podem ser de-
terminadas em tempo (9 (nk'udim‘fill) - P(d, L), por um algoritmo deterrninfstico
e em tempo esperado (901K dim “+E) - P(d, L) por um algoritmo aleatorizado. Aqui,
P indica um polinomio, L o tamanho do coeficiente maximal dos polinomios que
definem N e e é uma constante pequena arbitraria. Em termos da comple-
xidade, o algoritmo aleatorizado é quase 6timo — seu tempo de complexidade
combinato’ria ultrapassa o tamanho do “View graph” apenas pela poténcia 6.
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Abstract
The view graph of a surface N in 3-space is a graph embedded in the
space V of centres or directions of projection, whose nodes correspond to
maximal connected regions of V which yield equivalent views of N. The
size of the view graph of a piecewise smooth algebraic surface N with
transverse selfintersection curves and isolated triple-points and cross-caps
is O(nK dimVdfi dimV), where n and d denote the number of “component sur-
faces” of N and their maximal degree, respectively, and where K = 6 in
general or K = 3 for N diffeomorphic to the boundary of a polyhedron.
(For surfaces without cross-caps, this bound has been established in [17].)
Also, for the special piecewise linear case, where d = 1 and K = 3, it is
known that the size of the view graph is actually (~)(n3‘“mv).

It is shown that the exact view graphs of such surfaces can be deter-
mined in O(nK(2dim v+1)) -77(d, L) time by a deterministic algorithm and in
O(nK dim V“) -’P(d, L) expected time by a randomized algorithm. Here P is

some polynomial, L the maximal coefficient size of the defining polynomials
of N and e is an arbitrarily small positive constant. Note that the random-
ized algorithm is, in terms of combinatorial complexity (where d and L are
assumed to be constants which do not depend on n), nearly optimal — its
combinatorial time complexity exceeds the size of the view graph only by e
in the exponent.

Keywords: Geometric algorithms, Complexity, Real bifurcation sets, Visi—

bility properties
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1 Introduction
The computation and complexity of view (or aspect) graphs of surfaces
in 3-space has been the subject of a fair number of works in the fields of
computational geometry and computer vision. The survey article by Bowyer
and Dyer [2] gives a good overview of the works on polyhedral surfaces
up to 1990 from a computer-vision point of view. Related works in the
fields of combinatorics and computational geometry on visibility problems
and the number of topologically distinct views of “polyhedral terrains” (i.e.
special polyhedral surfaces given as function graphs) are summarized in the
recent book by Sharir and Agarwal [18] (see also the discussion at the end
of the present paper). The recent survey [15] concentrates on view graphs
of smooth and piecewise smooth algebraic surfaces (the latter include both
smooth as well as polyhedral surfaces as special cases); most (algorithmic)
works on this subject have appeared after 1990.

In [17] we have studied the complexity of view (or aspect) graphs of piece-
wise smooth algebraic surfaces M having transverse selfintersection curves
(“crease curves”) and isolated triple points and of subsets M’ C M repre-
senting the boundaries of semi—algebraic solids. In this work, we have also
presented exact symbolic algorithms for computing the view graphs of M
and M’ and have illustrated the results produced by an implementation of
these algorithms for simple example surfaces M and M’ C M.

Much remains to be done in terms of analyzing and improving the run-
ning times of these algorithms. The algorithm in [17] for the surfaces M has
a polynomial running time, but we did not attempt to give a specific bound
for the degree of this polynomial (which would have been far from optimal).
For bounding surfaces M ’ C M of solids the worst-case running time of the
algorithm in [17] is exponential in the number of unions appearing in the
defining formula of the solid.

Meanwhile there have been two new developments in the fields of com-
putational geometry and classification of singularities which form the basis
for the algorithms described in the present paper. These algorithms are
more efficient and (slightly) more general than the ones in [17]. First (and
relevant for the efficiency aspect) there is the work by Chazelle et al. [4] and
by Sharir and Agarwal [18] in the field of computational geometry and com-
binatorics which yields algorithms for stratifying semi-algebraic sets which
are much more efficient, in terms of combinatorial complexity, than previous
algorithms. Given n polynomials in D variables, the algorithms in [4, 18]
determine a decomposition of RD into O(n2D—3+‘) sign-invariant connected
cells of “simple shape” for which point-location queries can be answered in
O(log n) time. This decomposition can be determined by a deterministic
algorithm in O(nZD +1) time and by a randomized algorithm in O(n2D—3+E)
(for D 2 3) or O(n2+€) (for D = 2) expected time (see Theorems 8.21 and
8.23 in [18] and the introduction in [4]). Second, there is the recent classifi-



cation by Carter et al. [3] of sequences of projections R4 —) R3 —) R2 —> IR of
knotted 2-surfaces in 4-space which, as a by-product, yields the codimension
1 views of singular surfaces in 3-space having not only transverse intersection
curves and triple-points but also cross-caps.

These results, together with the rather detailed a priori knowledge about
the topology of the view bifurcation set from [17], enable us to obtain — in a
fairly straightforward way —— exact view graph algorithms for surfaces M and
M’ (having additional cross-caps) which have a near-optimal combinatorial
time complexity. For the somewhat lengthy and technical derivations of
certain essential topological properties of these view bifurcation sets 8 and
B’ of M and M’ we refer to [17].

1.1 Singular surfaces and bounding surfaces of solids
In the present paper we are interested in “visibility problems” for the fol-
lowing two classes of curved surfaces.

(i) Singular algebraic surfaces M = U?=1Mi, where M and all Mi have
curves of transverse selfintersections and isolated triple-points and cross-
caps.

(ii) Bounding surfaces M’ of closed semi-algebraic solids

U1“
S := U mp 6 R3 zh..,.-(p) z 0},

u=1i=1

such that M = U“ U,- hfi (0) is an algebraic surface with the kind of singular
points described in (i). Note that any M’ is a semi-algebraic subset of some
M.

Note, of course, that piecewise linear surfaces are special cases of the
surfaces M and M’ above. In terms of space and time complexity of the
algorithms below it is, however, convenient to single out a special subclass
of the surfaces M’ for which sharper complexity bounds can be obtained.
Namely, the class (ii)’ of bounding surfaces M’ of semi-algebraic solids which
can be deformed — by a non-linear coordinate change in R3 — into the
bounding surface of a polyhedron. The surfaces in this subclass have O(m)
selfintersection curves, m being the number of faces, and no cross-caps ——

on the other hand, a general surface M’ has O(m2) selfintersection curves
and also has isolated cross-caps.

Also note that, for zero—sets, one expects in the generic case that the
component surfaces hi—1(O) [resp. h;}(0)] are non-singular and intersect
transversely along intersection curves and in isolated triple-points (this is
an easy consequence of the Bertini-Sard theorem). Furthermore, such sur-
faces — without cross-caps —— are typically the ones that are relevant in
geometric and solid modelling. By contrast, surfaces given as images of



generic mappings from 2-space into 3-space typically have transverse selfin—

tersection curves, triple-points as well as cross-caps (this is a classical result
of Whitney [21]). This more general class of surfaces will be considered in
the present paper.

1.2 Combinatorial and algebraic complexity
The combinatorial complexity of the surface M is determined by the number
n of component surfaces Mi. The combinatorial complexity of M ’ does a
priori depend on the number of unions U and the numbers of intersections
I1, . .. ,IU required to define the solid 5. However, the total number n :=
23:1 Iu of “basic semi-algebraic sets” {p e R3 : hufl-(p) 2 0} will be, for the
purpose of the present paper, a sufficiently fine measure of the combinatorial
complexity of S and its boundary M’.

The algebraic complexity of the surfaces M and M ' is given by the max-
imal degree d of the component surfaces M,- and hJ’HO), respectively.

The time complexity of the algorithms described below depends on n
and d as well as on the coefficient sizes of the defining polynomials f, of the
surfaces. So we set L = sup,- |fi|1. Note that a polynomial-time algorithm
in (n, d, L) has also a polynomial running time in the bit—complexity model.

Finally, the following two (symbolic) constants will appear in the ex-
ponents of the complexity estimates below. First, the dimension of the
“viewing space” V which is two in the case of parallel and three in the case
of central projection. Second, for any surface M or M’ having only O(n)
selfintersection curves we set K = 3, for general surfaces (having O(n2) self-
intersection curves) we set K = 6. Note that, for surfaces M’ which are
diffeomorphic to the boundaries of polyhedra, we have that K = 3 (recall
the discussion in 1.1 above).

1.3 Classifications of views and the definition of view graphs
Let N be either one of the surfaces M or M’, let S(N) denote the singular
set of N and let V = P2 (resp. R3 \N) be the “view space” of all directions
(resp. centres) of projection. Given q E R3 and w e V, parallel (resp.
central) projection maps q to the line through q parallel to w (resp. to the
line joining q and w). Let pw : N —) P2 denote the restriction to N of the
parallel (resp. central) projection from R3 into the “retinal plane” P2 along
the direction (resp. from the centre) to E V. Define a view of N from w as
follows:

”ct/(N) 5: Pw(S(N)) Upw(2w(N)),

where 2“, denotes the set of critical points of the map pw (in which dpw fails
to have full rank). From “almost all” directions vw(N) is a curve in the



retinal plane which is the union of the projected selfintersection curves of N
and of the apparent contours of the “faces” of N.

A pair of views of N is equivalent if one of them is mapped onto the
other by a diffeomorphism of the retinal plane. The actual classifications of
views of N use a slightly different equivalence relation: a pair of projections
of N C R3 is equivalent if there exist diffeomorphisms of R3, preserving
N, and of the retinal plane mapping one projection onto the other. It is
known that equivalence of projections implies equivalence of views, but the
converse is only true for equivalence classes (of projections and views) of
low codimension. In the present paper we merely have to know all possible
codimension _<_ 1 views (the stable and “minimally unstable” views), and
for each of them there is exactly one corresponding type of projection of
the same codimension. Views of surfaces N with transverse selfintersection
curves and isolated triple points can have 6 types of stable isolated singular
points, corresponding to the codimension 0 orbits under the equivalence re-
lation above, and 19 types of unstable codimension 1 singularities, see Rieger
[17]. For surfaces with additional cross-caps, we get one additional type of
stable singular point (a fold of the cross-cap) and 3 additional codimension
1 singularities, see Carter et al. [3].

The view bifurcation set B C V of the family of all parallel or central pro-
jections of N consists of all directions or centres of projection w E V which
yield an unstable view (that is, a view containing at least one singularity of
codimension 2 1). It has been shown in Rieger [17] that the view bifurcation
set of any surface with transverse selfintersection curves and isolated triple
points is a subset of view space of measure zero — however, surfaces with
quadruple points have region-filling view bifurcation sets.

Assuming that the view bifurcation set 8 C V of a surface N has measure
zero, we can define the view graph G(N) of N as follows: G (N) = (V, E) is
a graph embedded in V whose set of vertices V are the connected regions of
V \ B and whose set of edges E are the branches of B of dimension dimV — 1

separating adjacent connected regions. Note that all views obtained from
within a single connected region of V \ B are related by a diffeomorphism of
the retinal plane. Traversing an edge of the view graph G (N) corresponds
to a “catastrophic change” in the view of N.

1.4 Results and organization of paper
Section 2 contains some piecewise smooth algebraic example surfaces and
their view graphs. (The examples have been computed with a slightly modi-
fied implementation of the algorithms in Rieger [17]. The modifications take
care of cross-caps and other singularities on the component surfaces of M.
The more substantial modifications described in Section 4 below have not
yet been implemented.)

In Section 3 we present a table of necessary and sufficient conditions for



a direction or centre of projection w to lie in the view bifurcation set 5’ (or
B’) of M or M’. In other words, the conditions in this table “recognize”
all degenerate views of M (or M’). These conditions are derived from the
classification of codimension 1 views of such surfaces in Carter (at (1,1. [3]

In Section 4 we study the time complexity of algorithms for determin—
ing the exact view graphs G(-) of piecewise smooth algebraic surfaces M
and of bounding surfaces M’ of semi-algebraic solids. We show that both
G(M) and G(M') can be determined in O(nK(2dimv+1)) - P(d,L) time by
a deterministic algorithm or in O(nKdim v”) ' ’P(d, L) expected time by a
randomized algorithm. The combinatorial complexity of the randomized al-
gorithm is only by an arbitrarily small positive constant e greater than the
size of the view graph G (-) which is of order O(nK dimvds dimv). It is known
that, in the special case of polyhedra where d = 1 and K = 3, the size of
the view graph is actually G(n3 dimV), see Platinga and Dyer [16]. So, from
a combinatorial point of view, the randomized algorithm is nearly optimal.

The overall structure of the algorithm for M is the same as in Rieger
[17], except that, in one substep, the (by now classical) cylindrical alge-
braic decomposition algorithm by Collins is replaced by the semi-cylindrical
decomposition algorithm described in Chazelle et al. [4].

For bounding surfaces M’ of semi-algebraic solids we describe a new
polynomial time algorithm — the algorithm for M’ in Rieger [17], by con-
trast, has a running time which is exponential in the number of unions U in
the defining formula of the solid.

In Section 5 we present bounds for the degree of the view bifurcation set
and for the number of nodes in the View graph of surfaces having cross-caps,
as well as curves of transverse selfintersections and isolated triple-points.
The complexity of view graphs of surfaces without such cross-caps have been
studied previously by Rieger [17] and Petitjean [14]. Using the necessary and
sufficient conditions for unstable views presented in Section 3 we show that
the asymptotic complexity of the size of view graphs of surfaces with cross-
caps is the same as that of piecewise smooth surfaces without cross-caps,
namely O(nK dim VdG dim V) .

Finally, in Section 6, we discuss some recent works on visibility problems
and view graphs, relate them to the results in the present paper and mention
some open problems.

2 A few examples
Perhaps it is the best to begin with some examples of piecewise smooth
algebraic surfaces and their view graphs (for parallel projection). For parallel
projection, the view bifurcation set B C P2 of a surface N is the dual of the
view graph G(N). If (a : b : c) are homogeneous coordinates in P2 then
the computation of G (N) can be carried out in the affine chart (1, b, c) with



the understanding that pairs of anti—podal regions 74, r_, i.e. nodes of
G(N), are to be identified, unless their closures contain components C of
B at infinity. In this case the nodes r+ and r_ are either connected by an
edge, if 0 is a subarc of the line at infinity a = O, or not if dimC = 0. All
three example surfaces below have certain symmetries which, in turn, induce
symmetries of B and G (N) in the plane (b, c). Below, we use the notational
convention that regions in the complement of B, i.e. nodes of G (N), which
are related by some reflection in the (b, c)-plane are denoted by the same
numbers.

Example 1. The zero-set M of h = 322112 +1132z2 +y2z2 — myz is known as
Steiner’s Roman surface (see Chapter VII of [10] and Chapter 6, §46 of [9]).
The surface M has six cross-caps at (:I:1/2,0,0),(0,:}:1/2,0),(0,0,i1/2).
There are three lines of double—points (the coordinate axes) connecting pairs
of cross-caps and intersecting at the origin in a triple-point. Strictly speak-
ing, Steiner’s Roman surface is the semi-algebraic surface (having the same
view graph as M) given by

M\({:1;2>1/4,y=z=O}U{y221/2,:r=z=O}U{z21/4,:r=y=0}),
i.e. only the intervals [—1/2,1/2] of the coordinate axes belong to the sur-
face. See Fig. 1 for a picture of Steiner’s surface. The view graph G (M) of
M, shown below in Fig. 2, has 88 nodes. For Steiner’s surface 8 and G(M)
are point-symmetric about the origin. Fig. 3 shows a view of M associated
to node number 36 (for space reasons, we do not show the views associated
with the other nodes of G(M)).

Insert Figures 1 to 3 about here

Example 2. The boundary M’ of the union of two solid half-spheres
defined by

({2—(x+1)2—y2—z220}U{2—(x—1)2—y2—z220})n{z20}

has two triple points lying on three circles of double-points (see Fig. 4). The
view graph G (M ’ ) of M’ has 26 nodes and is equal to the view graph of the
surface M D M ’ which is given by the zero-set of

(2 — (1: +1)2 — y2 — z2)(2 — (a: — 1)2 — y2 — 22)z.

These view graphs are symmetric under reflections in the lines b : O and
c = 0 and are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the views of M and M'
associated to node number 1 in the view graph.



Insert Figures 4 to 6 about here

In general, the graph G (M ' ) is smaller than the graph G (M) — the next
example is more typical in this respect.

Example 3 (Rieger [17]). The boundary M’ of the solid half—bean

defined by

{1 — x2 —10(y+m2)2 —10z2 2 0} n {m 2 0}

is contained in the zero set M of (1 — $2 - 10(y + m2)2 —- 1022):c, which is
the union of a bean-shaped quartic surface and the plane 51: = 0. The view
graph G (M) has 51 nodes and G(M') has 27 nodes. Here G(M) is symmetric
under reflections in both b = 0 and c = 0, G (M ' ) is merely symmetric under
a reflection in c = 0. Figures 7 and 8 show the view graphs G(M) and
G(M'), for pictures of the view bifurcation sets of M and M’ and of the
views of M’ we refer the reader to [17].

Insert Figures 7 and 8 about here



Figure 1: Steiner’s Roman surface.
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Figure 2: The parallel projection view graph of Steiner’ S Roman surface.the dashed circle indicates the line at infinity a = 0 and edges cutting a = O
connect equally numbered anti-podal nodes.
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Figure 3: A View of Steiner’s Roman surface from node number 36.
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Figure 4: The union of two solid half-spheres.
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Figure 5: The parallel projection view graph of the bounding surface of two
solid half-spheres.
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Figure 6: A view of the bounding surface M’ of two solid half-spheres from
node number 1: crossed-out curves belong to view of M \ M’.
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Figure 7: The parallel projection view graph of the union of a bean-shaped
surface and a plane.
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Figure 8: The parallel projection view graph of the bounding surface of a
solid half-bean.
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3 Defining conditions of View bifurcation set
The 22 types of codimension 1 views (and more degenerate views in the
closures of the codimension 1 equivalence classes) can be “recognized” by
the conditions in Table 1, which will be defined below. Roughly speaking,
these are the conditions for detecting the 19 types of degenerate views of
piecewise smooth surfaces with selfintersection curves and triple-points al-
ready described in Rieger [17] plus the extra conditions for detecting the 3

types of codimension 1 views of a cross-cap.

Table 1: Unstable view types
j = view type (“name”) intersection additional

multiplicity conditions
1 8 (lip/beak) ([3]) Dreg = 0 *
2 7 (swallowtail) ([4]) —
3 5+5+5 (triple-fold crossing) ([2], [2], [2]) —
4 6+5 (cusp fold crossing) ([3], [2]) —
5 5++5 (tacnodal fold crossing) ([2], [2]) N ” = 0
6 1112 (semi-lip/beak) ([2,1]) 02" = 0 *

7 IV (semi-cusp) ([3,1]) ——

8 VII1 (crease-cusp) ([2,2]) ——

9 1+1+1 (triple-crease crossing) ([1,1],[1,1],[1,1]) —
10 1++1 (tacnodal crease crossing) ([1,1],[1,1]) fig, = 0
11 6+1 (cusp crease crossing) ([3],[1,1]) —
12 5++1 (tacnodal fold-crease crossing) ([2],[1,1]) ”930 = 0
13 5+5+1 (fold fold crease crossing) ([2],[2],[1,1]) —
14 5+1+1 (fold crease crease crossing) ([2], [1, 1],[1,1]) —
15 5+II (fold semi-fold crossing) ([2], [2, 1]) —
16 II+1 (semi—fold crease crossing) ([2, 1], [1, 1]) ——

17 S(5+Y) (fold vertex crossing) ([2], [1, 1, 1]) —
18 S(1+Y) (crease vertex crossing) ([1, 1], [1, 1, 1]) —
19 S(Yg) (semifold-vertex) ([2,1,1]) ~
20 ng (cross-cap—cusp) ([3]) W = 0
21 W+5 (cross-cap fold crossing) ([2], [2]) W = 0
22 W+1 (cross-cap crease crossing) ([2],[1,1]) W = 0

Note the following technical difference between the conditions in Table 1

and the ones in [17]. The surfaces M = Uu,i h;,](0) in [17] are unions of non-
singular algebraic surfaces h;](0) which intersect transversely along “crease
curves” and in isolated triple-points. At a point on the crease (or at a triple
point) p E M it is therefore sufficient to consider the orders of contact of a
ray of projection l and a pair (or triple) of non-singular surfaces intersecting
at p. In the present paper, the “component surfaces” MW := h;](0) of M
themselves can have singular points, namely selfintersection curves, triple-
points and cross-caps.

16



This has the following consequences.

0 At the singular points of MW- one has to consider the intersection
multiplicity of a ray of projection and the variety h;1(0) rather than
the contact order —— at non-singular points both concepts coincide.

o The conditions Dreg = 0 and CE” = 0, marked by an * in rows j = 1

and 6 of Table 1, differ from the simpler conditions for unions M of
regular component surfaces Mun’ used in [17]. These conditions define
the loci of parabolic points and of conjugate rays to the tangent lines
of the selfintersection curves, respectively (see 3.1 below).

0 There are now, for example, three types of triple-points of M : the
three “local surface branches” can globally lie on one, two or three
different component surfaces.

0 For component surfaces MW with selfintersection curves, triple-points
and cross-caps the conditions in Table 1 correspond, in certain cases,
to the vanishing of many more equations than the codimension of the
solutions of these equations — by contrast: in the generic case studied
in [17], where M is the union of non-singular zero sets, the recognition
equations define complete intersections.

0 Finally, certain types of codimension 1 views are detected by several
of the 22 conditions in Table 1 (see 3.2 below). This is essentially due
to the fact that we allow non—generic zero-sets M.

3.1 Exact definitions of conditions in Table 1

Let us now define the conditions in Table 1. Let S (M) denote the closure
of the selfintersections of M, and let T(M) and W(M) denote the sets of
triple-points and of cross-caps (Whitney umbrellas). The conditions for a
point p to lie in one of these sets are as follows — recall that Mw‘ = ham)
and note that the conditions on the HHS. must hold for some 1 5 u S U,
1 S i 5 I“ or for some k-tuple of distinct indices 1 5 um 3 U, 1 5 im 5 Ium
(1 5 m S k):

' p E S(M) 42> (i) p E Muhii fl Muzfl'z or (ii) p E S(MU,i);

o p E T(M) 4:1) (i) p e Muuil flMu”, fiMua‘i3 or (ii) p E S(Mu,,,-,) fl
Mu”, or (iii) p e T(MW);

o peW(M) ¢=> peW(Mu,,~).

Furthermore, the conditions for p to lie in the selfintersection locus or in
the triple-point or cross-cap set of a single component-surface M,“- are as
follows:

17



0 p E S(Mu,i) 4=> lbw-(p) = dhu,i(p) = 0;

o p E T(Mu,i) 4=> p E S(Mu,,-) and rank(d2hu,i)p = 0;

o p E W(Mu,i) (E) p E S(Mu,,-) and rank(d2hu,i)p = 1.

The triple-points of M,“- are therefore given by the vanishing of him, of the
components of dhufl- and of the entries of the Hessian dzhw. The conditions
for the cross—caps are slightly more complicated: if one simply replaces the
entries of the Hessian by the 2 by 2 minors then the resulting conditions
detect cross-caps as well as triple-points. The vanishing ideal of the cross—

caps is the union of (hu,i,dhu,i) and the ideal quotient I : J, where I is
generated by the 2 by 2 minors and J by the entries of dzhw. The system
of generators of this vanishing ideal is denoted by W in Table 1.

The notation in Table 1, then, is as follows. The numbers in the first
column enumerate the 22 types of codimension 1 views whose names appear
in the second column. The symbols for the view types refer to the classifica-
tions of projections in [17, 3]. In these classifications, two projection-maps
are considered to be equivalent if one is mapped onto the other by a dif—

feomorphism of R3 preserving the projected surface and a diffeomorphism
of the retinal plane. For j = 1 to 19 we refer to the normal forms for the
projection maps given in Proposition 4.1 of [17]. The normal forms for the
three remaining view types (j = 20 to 22) are as follows (note that they are
given by the restriction of a map from R3 to R2 to a singular variety or, for
bi-local singularities, by a pair of such maps):

0 W2” := flIhI—l(0), where fl := (11:1 + z1,y1) and h1 := y? — 3:fo
° W+5 I: {f1|h;1(0),f2lh;1(o)}, where fl 1: (931,21), h1 1= yf — wizi,
f2 := ($2,232 +113) and in = Z2; and

' W+1 1= {filhl-1(o),f2|h;1(o)l, Where fi := ($1,271), hi == y? —$f21,
f2 := (z2,z2 :i: 332 + yz) and kg := $2312.

This small list of singularities (j = 20 to 22) is a by-product of the much
more extensive classification in [3]; a normal form for a cusp of the cross-cap
(j = 20) has been first obtained in the thesis of Janet West [20].

The unstable view types are “recognized” by the corresponding condi—
tions in columns three and four of the table. Column three of the table
describes the intersection multiplicities, denoted by ([il], . .. ,[ik]), of a ray
of projection l(t) = p + t - L, where L = w (for V = W) or L = w —p (for
V = R3 \M), with M at a k-tuple of points pl, . . . ,pk. Note that the inter-
section multiplicity of l (t) and a single component surface Mu,i = ha;- (0) at
pm is given by the order of the function hu,,~0l(t) at tm = l‘1(pm). For points
pm 6 T(M) [resp. pm 6 S(M )] the intersection multiplicity consists of up to
3 [resp. 2] numbers. For example, at a triple—point pm of M, [im] = [a,b,c]
either means that pm lies on
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(i) three distinct component surfaces of M whose intersection multiplici-
ties with l (t) are a, b and c, respectively;

(ii) on a pair of component surfaces, one of them having a selfintersection
at pm, and intersection multiplicities a+b and c (or a+c, b or a, b+c);
or

(iii) on a single component surface having intersection multiplicity a+b+c.

Column four consists of additional “geometric” conditions imposed on
the surface M at pm. For j = 1, 5, 6, 10, 12 and regular component surfaces
MW, these conditions are given in each case by the vanishing of a sin-
gle polynomial equation supplementing the conditions for the intersection
multiplicities in column three (see Section 3.2 of Rieger [17] for explicit ex-
pressions). For singular component surfaces, certain modifications of these
conditions are necessary which, except for j = 1 and 6, are very minor. Geo-
metrically the conditions express the following: Dreg = 0 iii pl is a parabolic
point, N H = 0 iff the normals at pl, pg are parallel, CE” = 0 iff the direc-
tions of the visual ray L and of the tangent line at pl are conjugate, fig =
iff the projections of the selfintersection curves at p1 and pg are parallel and
”210 = O iff the projections of the fold line at p1 and of the selfintersection
curve at pg are parallel.

The modifications for j = 1 and 6 are as follows. The condition for a
parabolic point of a regular zero—set MW = ham) used in [17]

__ d2hu,i dhu,i _D1m .- det ((dhu,i)t
O

— 0

vanishes not only on the parabolic set P(Mu,,-) but also on the singular set
S (Mud) of a singular component surface Mud. What makes matters worse,
the (unwanted) component S (MW) creates solutions of the recognition equa-
tions having higher dimension than the view bifurcation set that we want
to compute. We therefore replace the conditions hu,i = DM- = O in [17] by
a set of generators, denoted by Dreg, of the following ideal quotient:

I(Dreg) 5= (hu,i,Du,i) 1 Jhu,i7

where Jhu,,- denotes the Jacobian ideal of hu,i (which is generated by the
components of dhw). Note that 12 := (hay) U Jhw. is the ideal of functions
vanishing on S(Mu,i) and that such functions also belong to the ideal 11 :=
(hu,,~,Du,,-). The quotient I1 : [2 is contained in the vanishing ideal of the
closure of the set (P(Mu,,-) U S(Mu,,-)) \ S(Mu,,-) (and, for I1 = \/I_1, is equal
to it) and is equal to I (Dreg) (the latter equality follows from I1 : I2 =
“id: [1 2 (f) and I1 2 Ohm") = klpD.

For j = 6 there are two cases: (i) the double-curve is the intersection
of distinct component surfaces and (ii) is the selfintersection of a single
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component surface. In the case (i) we use the condition given in [17], in
the latter case (ii) we replace the expression for the tangent lines of the
double-curves ofM, which vanishes identically on S(Mu,i), by the following.
Observe that d2hw- has corank 1 along S(Mu,i) except at isolated points: at
cross-caps and triple-points of Mud the corank is 2 and 3, respectively. Let
a be a vector along the kernel direction of the gradient map dhufl- : R3 —)

R3 and set m := (a,d21LuJ-(L)). In the absence of cross-caps and triple-
points on S(Mu,,-) one could take m as the new condition for CE”, but any
such singular point would create an (unwanted) excess component in the
bifurcation set. Hence, in general, we again have to compute the generators
of an ideal quotient I1 : 12, where [1 is the ideal generated by m, hm, «711m

and thu’i(L,L) and where I2 is generated by the vanishing of the 2 by 2
minors of dzhuflu

3.2 Hierarchy of dependencies between defining conditions
For surfaces M which are unions of “generic” non-singular zero-sets Mu,i
each condition in Table 1 will “recognize” exactly one type of codimension
1 view of M. For singular component surfaces MW- this is no longer true.
In this case there exist strictly antisymmetric dependency relations between
certain pairs of conditions A and B, denoted by A —) B. That is, A holds
automatically if B does but not vice versa.

In describing these dependencies we denote each condition by its num-
ber j in Table 1 and a subscript indicating its intersection multiplicity.
Recall that k-local conditions involve k-tuples of intersection multiplicities
([i1],... ,[ik]), where [it] = [a,b] or [a, 11,0] at a double— or triple-point of
M. We now have to distinguish multiple points of M which arise from the
same or from distinct component surfaces: for example, [a, b, c], [a-l— b, c] and
[a + b+ c] denote the intersection multiplicities at triple-points of M cut out
by 3, 2 and 1 component surface.

Using this notation, the hierarchy of dependencies amongst the defining
conditions is given by the following sequences:

2<l41> <— 7([3+11) +— 19([2+1+1])

Sump

3(l2l,[2l,[2l) <— 13<121,121,[1+11> <— 14(121,[1+11,[1+11) <— 9([1+11,[1+11,[1+11>,

4mm» <— 11<l3w+11> <- 16uz+1nl+1n (— 18<u+1+1ul+11>

15([2+ll,[2l) <— 17<u+1+11,[21)
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5<rzn21> <— 12([21,[1+11) <— 10<l1+1],[1+11)

and

21mm <— ”(ammu-
All the codimension 2 1 views recognized by the conditions of some given

sequence are simultaneously recognized by the corresponding “terminating
condition” on the left. One could therefore represent each sequence by
its terminating condition. In practice, however, it is often better to first
determine the components of the bifurcation set defined by the rightmost
conditions in a sequence and then work from right to left. In this way, we
can factor out the components already recognized by other conditions in the
sequence.

4 The time complexity of computing view graphs
Applying the recognition conditions in Table 1 to algebraic surfaces M yields
the defining equations of algebraic sets 3” C V x Rki +2, where kj = 1, 2

or 3 for local, bi-local or tri-local singularities of the projection (there are
no 2 4-local codimension 1 views, and the views of higher codimension are
all “recognized” by the conditions in Table 1). We can think of the union
3 of these algebraic sets as being embedded in V x R5, note that Rki +2 has
at most dimension 5. The restriction of the projection 7r : V x R5 —> V to
3 yields the view bifurcation set 3 of M, which is a closed semi-algebraic
subset of V. The view bifurcation set E" of M/ C M is a semi—algebraic
subset of B — the “branches” of B \ B’ consist of centres or directions of
projection of E V which yield unstable views of “pieces” ofM which do not
belong to the boundary M '

. On the other hand, 8 is a subset of the closed
real algebraic set 3 which is the projection of the complexification of 2? into
V. This set-up is summarized in the following diagram:

1? c Vle5
in

B’C B c Bcv
The following properties of the view bifurcation sets B and B' of surfaces

M and M’ are essential in the algorithms described below. For surfaces with
transverse selfintersection curves and isolated triple points, these properties
have been established in Rieger [17]. Looking at the proofs in [17] we see
that these properties still hold for surfaces with additional cross-caps. Let
'P°° [resp. ”Palg] denote the class of infinitely differentiable [resp. algebraic]
surfaces with transverse selfintersection curves and isolated triple-points and
cross-caps (where, of course, Palg C ’P°°), then we have the following:
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1. B (and hence B’) has positive codimension in V for any M 6 73m.

2. B and B’ have no “free boundaries” in V of codimension 2 for any
M , M ' E 73313. In particular, the boundary of any “component” B”
[or B'j’r] of B [or B’] always lies in some other component ij’r, [or
Bjfir’l‘

3. There are O(nK), K : 6 or 3, components 8”. But, for any M E 73mg,

the boundary of B” will lie in O(1) other components which are known
a priori.

4. Likewise, there are O(nK), K : 6 or 3, components Biw- But, for

any M ' E Palg, the boundary of 89-1, will lie in O(n) other components
which are known a priori.

Property 1 ensures that the view graph of M (and hence of M’) always
exists. Property 2 implies that we can “recover” the semi-algebraic sets B
and B’ from the algebraic set 3 (recall the diagram above) by computing
certain cell-decompositions in V —— by contrast, for general semi-algebraic
sets B arising as projections of some algebraic set 3 C V x R5 one has to
compute cell-decompositions of the total space V x R5. Finally, properties
3 [and 4] yield relatively coarse “stratifications” of B [and B] — consisting
of O(nK) [or of O(nK+dimV—1)], as opposed to O(animv), “branches” ——

from which B [and B’] can be constructed by deleting those branches that
lie in B \ B [or in B \ 5”). Note that there are O(nK) components I?” and
B”: cutting each I?” with at most O(1) other components yields O(nK)
branches of B; on the other hand, cutting a component B” C V with at
most O(n) other components yields O(ndimv‘l) branches of B” and hence
a total number of O(nK+dimv_1) branches of B.

We can now give a rough outline of our algorithms. The view graph
algorithms for M [for M ’] in the present work, and the ones in Rieger [17],
consist of the following very high-level steps 1-3 [1-4]:

1. Compute the (radicals of the) elimination ideals I (éj,r)flQ[w], for 1 S
j 5 22 (or 19 if no cross-caps are present) and 1 _<_ r S c(j) ~ O(nK).
Result: the defining polynomials of real algebraic sets 8”.

2. Determine the connected components of V \ B, where B = U” B”.
3. Decompose B into O(nK) branches and remove the branches that lie

in B \ 3. Result: the view graph G(M).

4. Decompose B into O(nK+dimv—1) branches and remove the branches
that lie in B \ 13". Result: the view graph G(M’).
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Let us now consider some of these steps in more detail. We shall sup-
press most of the algebraic details of these computations, which are quite
technical and have been described in detail in [17], and concentrate on the
combinatorial aspects. The combinatorial parts are the only places where
the algorithms in [17] differ from the ones in the present paper.

The elimination step 1 uses standard tools from computational algebra
and clearly requires O(nK) -’P(d, L) time (note that the defining polynomials
of B” have a constant number of variables and their degree and coefficient
size is O(d) and O(L), respectively).

Step 2 is based on a sign—invariant decomposition (of certain planar sec—

tions) of V w.r.t. the defining polynomials of the O(nK) algebraic sets 8”-
In Rieger [17] Step 2 is based on one (for V = W) or several (for V = R3)
cylindrical algebraic decompositions of R2. Replacing the cylindrical alge—

braic decomposition (which is the computational bottle—neck in step 2) by
a semi-cylindrical decomposition (as defined by Chazelle at (11. [4]) of R2

or R3 still allows us to determine the regions of V \ B in the same way as
in [17]. Using the deterministic algorithm described in [4], step 2 requires
O(nK(Zdim v+1) - ’P(d, L) time, and with the randomized algorithm from [4]

the expected running time of step 2 becomes O(nK dim ere) - ’P(d, L).
In step 3 we pick one sample point w’ E S in each of the O(nK) branches

of B. For w’ E I?” we check whether the specialization of the ideal I (53W)
to w = w' has a positive number of real roots, if not we remove S. Step 3

can be carried out in O(nK) - ’P(d, L) time.
Likewise, in step 4 we pick one sample point w' E S in each of the

O(nKHimv‘l) branches of B. However, the decision procedure described in
[17] for checking whether w’ belongs to B has to count the number of real
roots of up to n3iU—1) systems of polynomial equations and inequalities. If
none of these systems has a positive number of real roots then the branch
S has to be removed. The algebraic complexity (fixing n or the number
of unions U in the defining formula of the solid) is polynomial, but the
combinatorial complexity is not. Below, we shall describe a modified version
of step 4 having a polynomial running time.

First, we need the following notation. IfUfle flfgdp E R3 : hw- (p) 2 0}
is the defining formula of the solid with boundary M ' then we set

H I: {h1’1,. .. ,hU,IU} C QW].

Recall that a connected subset Y of R3 is said to be H-invariant if all
polynomials in H are sign-invariant on Y (i.e. are either strictly positive,
negative or vanish). Denote by Sreg the regular part of a branch S of B.
The branches S are defined as follows: if

X“- := B” \ {selfintersections of 13137},
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then a branch is a connected component of

KM u a”,
(j’,r')€J><R

of dimension dimV — 1. The index sets J x R are defined in Section 5.4
of Rieger [17] and have at most O(n) elements (j',r’). There are 0(nK)
components 8” of 8 each having O(ndim V‘l) branches, hence there are at
most O(nK+dimv‘1) branches S of B.

The modified procedure for removing from 8 those branches that do not
belong to B’, then, consists of the following:

begin {Step 4}

Decompose R3 into H -invariant cells C and label the cells C C M’ as
boundary—cells;

for each branch S C [3 do

Pick some algebraic representative w’ e Sreg;

b := FALSE;
for each root (pm; 7172... Jig—1), 1 S m S p, “over” w’ do

Determine the real algebraic number coordinates of the kj-
tuple of points pm, l(z\{"), . .. ,l( 754);
Determine the cells Cl, . . . ,ij containing the points above;
if all these cells are boundary-cells then b := TRUE

0d
if b = FALSE then delete 5

0d

end

Using the deterministic (resp. randomized) semi-cylindrical stratifica-
tion algorithm of Chazelle et al. [4] yields O(n3+‘) - ’P(d) H -invariant cells
in O(n7) -’P(d, L) time (resp. 0013+“) - P(d, L) expected time). For each
H-invariant cell C of dimension _<_ 2 we pick a sample point p (with al-
gebraic number coordinates) and check whether p G M’, as follows. Let
bl, . .. J.“ G H denote the polynomials vanishing on the cell C’ and define
Hu :: {hu,1,... ,hu,1,,} C H, 1 5 u S U. Also set fl := Um... fit},

H+ := U (Hu\HunI?)
Hunfifl
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and denote the Eu whose intersection with I? is empty by Hg. We label
0 as a boundary-cell if (i) for all h e H + the algebraic number h(p) has
positive sign and (ii) for each H1: there exists at least one h’ E H; for which
h.’(p) has negative sign. Checking whether C belongs to the boundary M’
therefore requires O(n) -'P(d, L) time for each cell (recall that ]H| = n
and note that the signs of these algebraic numbers can be determined in
polynomial time). The first line of the above procedure therefore requires
O(n7) -'P(d, L) deterministic or O(n4+€) - 'P(d, L) expected time.

Next, note that the outer loop will be executed at most O(nK+dim V‘l) -

P(d) times and the inner loop ’P(d) times. Recall that the points l(>\,~) are
either given by p + Ai -w' (for V = W) or otherwise by p + Ai - (w’ ~ p),
where A, and the coordinates of p and w’ are algebraic numbers. We can
compute the minimal polynomials of the coordinates of the l()\,-) from the
minimal polynomials of these algebraic numbers in ’P(d) time (using the
usual algorithms for adding and multiplying algebraic numbers encoded by
their minimal polynomials, see e.g. the article by Loos [11] or Chapter 8.5
of the book by Mishra [13]). Finally note that, again using the algorithms
in Chazelle et al. [4], we can determine the H -invariant cell containing some
given point p or l()\,-) in O(log n) -’P(d, L) time (note that the algebraic
number coordinates of these points and the H -invariant cells are defined by
polynomials of size ’P(d, L)).

Summing up, we see that the above procedure for removing the branches
of B that do not belong to 8’ requires O(nK+dimv"1 log n+n7) time using the
deterministic algoritlnn in [4] for computing a H -invariant stratification of
3-space or O(nK+‘“mV‘1 log n) expected time using the randomized version.

Looking at the above bounds for the running times of the three (resp.
four) steps of the view graph algorithm for M (resp. M') we see that,
from a combinatorial point of View, step 2 dominates the asymptotic time
complexity. The bounds for the running times of the deterministic and
randomized view graph algorithms stated in the introduction now follow.

5 The size of view graphs
It is shown below that the upper bound in [17] of O(nK dimvd6 dimV) for the
number of nodes in the view graph of a piecewise smooth surface, which is the
union of n non-singular surfaces of degree 5 d intersecting in double-curves
and triple-points, remains valid for the surfaces M (and hence M’) studied
in the present paper. The double-curves and triple—points of the surfaces
studied in [17] are cut-out by pairs and triples of regular component surfaces.
On the other hand, the surfaces M are unions of singular component surfaces
with double-curves, triple-points and cross-caps.

Note that this estimate for the number of nodes |V| in the View graph
G = (V, E) yields an upper bound for the size of G, because (El ~ O(|V|).
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This special property of view graphs — which is in contrast to complete
graphs having O(|V|2) edges — boils down to the fact that the edges in E
are top-dimensional branches of the bifurcation set 8 and there are at most
O(nK diml"dB dimV) = O(|V|) such branches.

One checks that the degrees of the view bifurcation sets [3 ofM and of the
surfaces studied in [17] are of the same order, namely O(an6), which yields
the desired bound. First, one observes that the presence of double-curves
and triple-points on singular component surfaces of M does not change the
degree bounds stated in [17] for the components Bj, 1 S j 5 19, of the View

bifurcation set. (Essentially this follows from the fact that the degrees of
the double-curve and of the triple-point set of a component surface of M
are of order d2 and (13, despite the fact that many equations are required to
define these sets.)

The result then follows from the following degree bounds for the addi-
tional components 320 to 822 of the view bifurcation set of surfaces with
cross-caps.

5.1 PROPOSITION. Let M = U?=1Mi, d = sup,- deg Mi, be a piecewise
smooth algebraic surface with transverse double-curves and isolated cross—

caps and triple-points. Then the degree orders of the components 820, 321
and [322 of the view bifurcation set are nd3, n2d5 and n3d5, respectively.

PROOF. The components of the bifurcation set are unions Bj = uffj’, 3”
whose combinatorial complexity is given by

av) =< ”.,) wan”),
where m(j) is the maximal number of distinct component surfaces M, in-
volved in a view singularity of type j. Clearly, m(j) 5 1, 2 and 3 for j = 20,
21 and 22, respectively.

The remaining task, then, is to estimate the degree (as a function of d)
of a single subset B” (j = 20,21,22). In doing this, the following lemma
will be useful

5.2 LEMMA. Let T(Mi) and W(Mi) denote the sets of triple-points and
cross—caps (Whitney umbrellas) of a degree d surface M, with transverse
double—curves and isolated triple-points and cross-caps. Then the following
( asymptotically tight) upper bound holds:

|T(Mi)| + |W(Mi)| ~ 6M”).

PROOF. Consider the following stratification of Mi: take as 0-dimensional
strata the triple-points and cross-caps, as 1—dimensiona1 strata the arcs of
double-curves in the complement of the O-strata and as 2-dimensional strata
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the faces of M,- cut out by the closure of the double-point arcs. Denote the
number of i-dimensional strata by ei. It is convenient to distinguish bounded
arcs, which contain at least one triple-point or cross-cap, from unbounded
ones — denote the number of bounded and unbounded arcs by e',’ and elf,
repectively.

Now 6? 5 Geo, where equality holds in the worst case where each bounded
are has infinite length and terminates in a triple-point. For the unbounded
arcs we note that each contains 4 faces with, in turn, either 1 or 2 unbounded
arcs in their closure (note, any face with 2 3 arcs in its closure must be cut
out by bounded arcs), hence a? _<_ 62 / 2. Therefore:

61: 6? + e'f ~ O(eo + 62).

On the other hand, we have that

60 ~ e1+ 62 = x<Mi> = Z(—1)"bj(Mz-) 5 Dow»,
j j

and the sum of the Betti numbers bj is, by a result of Milnor [12], at most
O(d3). Hence, in particular,

60 = iT(Mi)i + iW(Mi)i ~ 0013)-

Finally, the zero-set of “53:1 Hz=1(:1:j — k) in R3 has degree 3d and (13 triple-
points. This example shows that the degree of our bound is exact. D

PROOF OF PROPOSITION (CONCLUSION). Let l(t) = p + t - L, where
L = w (for V = P2) orL = w—p (for V = R3 \M), bearay througha
cross-cap p e M,- = hi“1(0). The intersection multiplicity of l and M,- at p
is given by the order of h,- o l (t) at t = 0. One checks that, at a cross-cap p,
this order is at least two.

So, for w to lie in 82W, p has to be a cross-cap of M,- and l an asymptotic
line. The latter means that h, o l(t) has order 2 3 at t = 0 which — at a
cross-cap p where the order is automatically 2 2 — corresponds to the single
condition

d2(hi 0 W» _ 2
. _at? LG _ d h,|p(L,L) _ 0.

Hence

B20,i = U {w E V : d2hi|p(L,L) : 0}
P€W(Mi)

is the union of |W(M,~)| ~ 0013) quadrics in V, which implies that deg BZOJ ~
O(d3).
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For a) to lie in [5er there must exist ~ not necessarily distinct * surfaces
Mi, Mj G {M1,... ,M,,} such that p E M,- is a cross—cap and the ray
l(t) = p + t - L has at least 2-point contact with Mj at l(/\), A 76 0. This
boils down to the following (where cl{-} denotes the closure)

32” = U cl{w e v : 3A 5:5 0 : hj(p + A - L) = dh,,~|p+,,L(L) = 0}.
pEW(Mi)

The degrees of hj, din-(L) E [spew] are O(d) — hence the union 8211, of
these O(d3) algebraic sets has degree at most O(d5).

A similar argument shows that the set

6m: U c1{wev:3,\;eo:hj(p+i.L)=hk(p+,\.L):0},
PEW(Mi)

corresponding to bi—local projections in which a cross-cap and a selfintersec-
tion curve appear superimposed, has degree at most O(ds). D

6 Additional remarks and open problems
For the special case of opaque views of “polyhedral terrains” —— that is for
graphs of piecewise linear functions in two variables having O(n) edges,
vertices and faces — there is a bound for the number of nodes in the view
graph, namely O(n3 dimV‘H'f), which is by about a factor of n sharper than
the one for general polyhedra (see Theorems 8.31 and 8.33 of Sharir and
Agarwal [18] and their paper [1]). Note that the size of the view graph
for opaque views is less than or equal to the size of the view graph for
transparent views (actually, the former can be obtained from the latter by
contracting certain edges). De Berg et al. [5] have obtained a lower bound of
Q(n3 (“my—10:00) (a being the functional inverse of Ackermann’s function)
for the number of distinct opaque views of polyhedral terrains, which means
that the above upper bound is almost tight (actually, for parallel projection
there is a slightly sharper upper bound ofO(n52cm) due to de Berg et al.
[5] and Halperin and Sharir [8]). Replacing the piecewise linear functions by
piecewise algebraic ones — but maintaining the restriction that the surfaces
are function graphs with O(n) edges, vertices and faces — one can combine
the combinatorial results in [18] with our algebraic estimates to obtain an
O(nadimv"1+6d6dimv) bound for the nodes in the view graphs of opaque
views of such surfaces. In principal, one could compute the view graph of
opaque views of “polyhedral terrains”, and more generally of semi—algebraic
function graphs, by supplementing our algorithm by a postprocessing step
which merges those nodes in the view graph which correspond to distinct
transparent but not to distinct opaque views. The resulting algorithm would
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i

have the same asymptotic complexity as the algorithm described in the
present paper and hence would not be optimal for function graphs (terrains),
its time complexity would be by about a factor of n too high.

Petitjean [14] has obtained exact formulas, as opposed to asymptotic
bounds, for the degrees of the complexified view bifurcation sets of alge-
braic surfaces with double-curves and triple-points using techniques from
enumerative geometry. These techniques also apply to surfaces with ad-
ditional cross-caps. The transition from the complex to the real case is,
however, very difficult: there exist no non-trivial lower bounds for the num-
ber of connected regions in the complement of B in terms of d.

For the case of parallel projections of polyhedra, Gigus et al. [7] have
presented an algorithm that determines the View graph G = (V, E), as well
as an explicit description of a view for each node, in O(|V| 10g W] + n4 log n)
time. The design of such an “output sensitive” algorithm, whose running
time depends on the actual size [VI of the view graph, for curved (piecewise
smooth) algebraic surfaces is highly desirable but seems to be a formidable
task. Note that, for (piecewise smooth) algebraic surfaces M of high degree
d but small actual size of |V|, the real bifurcation set 8 of M cuts out only
a small number of regions, but the complexification of B is nevertheless an
algebraic variety of very high degree (namely O(an6)). It just happens that
the high-degree polynomials at the very end of the view graph computation
have relatively few real roots — but the polynomials up to that point could
have lots of real roots. Obtaining an output-sensitive algorithm in such a
situation would be of general interest in computational mathematics and
would be a major breakthrough in computational real algebraic geometry.

For polyhedra some recent works have considered the computation of
finite-resolution View graphs (see Shimshoni and Ponce [19]), which take
into account that details of a view that are smaller than some size—threshold
cannot be detected by cameras of limited spatial resolution. An extension
of this work to curved semi-algebraic surfaces seems possible but not very
enlightening. Contrary to the claim by some authors (see the paper [6] based
on a panel discussion on aspect graphs in computer vision) that there exist
no mathematical techniques for computing finite-resolution view graphs of
curved surfaces, one should note that the finite-resolution partition of view
space of (piecewise smooth) algebraic surfaces can be defined by Tarski sen-
tences and hence can be effectively computed. (Recall that Tarski sentences
are Boolean formulas with quantifiers and with polynomial (in-)equa1ities as
predicates.) However, the boundaries of the regions of this partition are no
longer view bifurcation sets (with well-understood topological properties)
but rather unrestricted semi-algebraic sets. The exact computation of this
finite—resolution partition might therefore be prohibitive, perhaps one has to
be satisfied with approximations.
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